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ABSTRACT:
The Mugger crocodile (Crocodylus palustris Lesson 1831) in Ghodahada dam was broadly monitored and studied through the
annual census operations in Berhampur forest division from 2005 to 2018. Direct sighting was achieved for adults and even
through binoculars for hatchlings in the dam for population estimation. In different seasons habitat survey was done through
river creek, island structures for nest detection. Total 55 numbers of mugger crocodiles are recorded from 4 different sites in
Ghodahada dam region. The largest crocodile is around 14 feet long and other 12 numbers more than 10 feet long mostly
sighted in the creeks of the dam. The Juveniles are more (45%) followed by sub adults (25%), adults (20%) and hatchlings or
yearlings (10%). Age group is unknown for 10 individuals as they may have stunted growth or could not be accessed by
enumerators.
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INTRODUCTION
The Mugger crocodile (Crocodylus palustris Lesson 1831)
is one of the three crocodile species found in Odisha and
the population was declined during 1973s. The other two
being the Gharial or Thantia Kumbira in Odia name
(Gavialis gangeticus Gmelin, 1789 ) in Satakosiai region
and other is Estuarine crocodile or Baula Kumbhira in
Odia name (Crocodylus porosus Schneider, 1801) in the
Bhitarakanika region (Singh, L.A.K. &Bustard,H.R,1982).
The conservation of all three crocodilian species in Odisha
started during a FAO project in 1973. All the three
crocodiles are conserved through eggs collection and
rearing the hatchlings at enclosures. The releasing of
succeed yearling young in the wild in Similipal and
Satakosia tiger reserve during that project period. But
there are some of the wild populations of mugger
remained in their natural habitat and survived in wild
before the conservation initiative starts by H R Bustard in
India. The Ghodahada population was supposed to be
migrated from the Tel and Salunki distributaries of
Mahanadi river in Phulbani or Boudh forest division.
Before the construction of Ghodahada reservoir in 1979s
the crocodiles reached the present reservoir waterlogged
from forest streams. The muggers were survived from
heavy draught and famine conditions in the district
perhaps during the dry year of 1919s. The population was
survived in forested habitat with scanty source of food and
water in stream beds of Ghodahada region river basin
before the construction of dam in 1979s. The prey species

for mugger in the forested landscape are different ungulate
herbivores other than fishes in reservoir. All of the rivers
were dried and some pocketed populations were survived
in gorges, deepest portions of rivers and in perineal
streams. On personal communication with Sri S.K.
Pattnaik, IFS Ex- Pr CCF and CWLW of Odisha that the
arrival of muggers in Ghodahada dam is quite interesting
and nowhere in Ganjam district have crocodiles. This
Mugger population is pocketed and isolated from its
natural distribution in Mahanadi, Rushikulya, Brahmani
and Baitarani river systems in Odisha. In Mahandi river
basins there were quite ample prey for predation by tiger,
leopard and Muggers and helps in surviving in nature.
Presently tiger is vanishing in the Rushikulya river basin
area but leopard and Mugger are surviving as major
predator species. The conservation initiative for crocodiles
in Ghodahada dam was taken around 20 years before
through inception of different projects.

STUDY AREA:- The Ghodahada dam is in the south

western catchment basin of River Rushikulya and situated
at an elevation of 110 meters MSL in the fringes of Lakhari
wildlife sanctuary of Paralakhemundi forest division of
present Gajapati district. It now comes under the newly
formed Digapahandi range of Berhampur division
administration after 2003. It was previously administered
by Asika range under Ghumusur south forest division
before creation of Berhampur division. The Ghodahada
dam area is a potential wildlife habitat and harbours
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different flagship wildlife species like elephant, leopard,
barking deer, sambar, migratory and residential birds,

golden gecko, pea fowl,
wild pigs etc.

porcupine, sloth

bear,

and

FIGURE-1 REPRESENTED THE TOPO MAP AND DRAINAGES IN THE GHODAHADA DAM AREA (SOURCEWATER RESOURCES DEPT GOVT. OF ODISHA) AND GOOGLE MAP SHOWING NEARBY CITIES AND BAY OF
BENGAL.

FIGURE-2 REPRESENTED IN GOOGLE MAPS AS UNITS FOR CROCODILE CENSUS WORKS.THE SEGMENTS 1TO
12 ARE PERMANENT IMAGINARY LINES IN THE MAIN RESERVOIR THERE MAY BE ADDITIONAL SURVEY
SEGMENTS OF 1 TO3 IN THE OUTER RIVER CHANNEL ACCORDING WATER SPREADING AREA IN THE FOOT
HILLS TOWARDS LAKHARI VALLEY SANCTUARY. THE UNIT 13- IS SMALL CHECK DAM IN THE
BURUBANDHA VILLAGE, THE UNIT 14 IS DOWNSTREAM RIVER GORGES AND NEARBY MARSHES
INCLUDING VILLAGE BANDHA, THE UNIT 15 IS UJALESWAR TEMPLE POND WHICH IS THE FARTHEST
DISTANCE FROM THE MAIN DAM BUNDS (1300M). THE REPRESENTED CENSUS UNITS IN SKETCH MAP IN
OUTER BORDERLINE OF THE RESERVOIR USED FOR CROCODILE CENSUS EVERY YEAR.
The Ghodahada dam is Located around 40 KM from
Behrampur through Digapahandi. It is also around 40km
from Taptapani tourist spot route to this spot. Ghodahada
Literally meaning Horses Bones in Odia- there is a legend

to this very queer name given to the place- once a king
came on a visit to the place, while jumping over a canal/
stream; his horse fell and broke its bones, disgruntled the
king named this place Ghodahada-the name has stuck
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around all the years. This beautiful reservoir surrounded
by mountains from three sides is an important crocodile
conservation center in the state and a good tourist
destination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The muggers or the marsh crocodiles (Crocodylus palustris
Lesson 1831) is listed as Vulnerable in Red Data Book of
Threatened Species by IUCN (International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural resources). The CITES
(Convention on International Trade for Endangered
Species of wild flora and fauna) categorized it in
Appendix-I (CITES 2017). Under Indian Wildlife
(Protection) Act 1972, the species is considered as
Endangered and listed as Schedule-I species.
The crocodiles sighted in dam area during carnivore
sign survey for all India tiger monitoring woks and
state level elephant census survey works around dam
area were well marked and noted. The habitat survey was
done to access the adult big crocodiles, their nests, and
abundance in the reservoir habitat. During crocodile and
bird census survey in the dam continuous efforts are done
to monitoring the presence even in neighbouring small
water bodies. The dam site important crocodile presence
area are Ujaleswar temple pond, canal side swamps, and
village check dams and are cautioned during presence
for avoiding harm to cattle and humans at day time.
Survey was done by both walking along dry margins and
on boats. About 10 survey segments are laid on water
logged area of dam for the survey. Around 55 nos of
crocodiles are reported during 2018 census in the Dam.
Digital camera (Sony cybershot 7.2 megapixel) is used for
photography of crocodiles and its habitat, limb marks,
droppings, nests in the dam. Different landforms covered
are on imaginary line covering different landforms like
river creeks, islands, fishing and boating ghats, dam bunds
and isolated ponds in the downstream close to the dam
area. GPS (Garmin GPS72, 76 and 76Map), range finders,
binoculars are used to safe navigate and as aid in survey.

DIRECT

SIGHTING
METHOD:
Approximate
measurement from direct sighting was taken basing on
following criteria. If head is seen, Body length = 7.0 x head
length, if snout tip to hind leg is visible, Body length = 2 x
snout-vent length, If tail tip to hind leg is visible, Body
length = 2 x tail length. The habitats are surveyed by well
experienced field personnel including forest guards and
animators with identification, skills body sizes of
crocodiles. The survey team also record data on the
reservoir water quality, depth, wind surface waves, and
weather condition during census programme. They also
note on hind or fore limb marks or width, tail markings
and other signs including faecal droppings during census
works.
TRACK

EVIDENCE

METHOD:

Approximate
measurement from track was taken basing on following
criteria. If hind paw mark is seen, Body length = 14 x paw
length excluding claw, if tail mark is seen, Body length = 65
x maximum distance between two lines formed by tail

scutes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The survey has found that there has been a rise in the
population of the mugger crocodile in the Ghodahada
irrigation reservoir. The estimated crocodile population
has gone up from 35 (2008) to 55 (2017). There are six
others have migrated to nearby ponds in around the
population again return to main reservoir during summer
when it felt overall dryness in the small waterbodies. The
census team was forms by engaging around 30 persons
from department and local fishermen community covering
10 segments, each of which was assigned to one staff with
a country boat. Another 10 staff members were deployed
in seven adjoining ponds. The census was conducted by
direct sight method between 9.00am and 3.00 pm during
winter months of January every year. There is no tidal
variation in water label as it is a highland reservoir and no
direct connectivity in river mouth region in Bay of Bengal
coastline. Census could be done at 1st week of January or
February irrespective to lunar cycles and tidal variations
as a major factor for salt water crocodile (Crocodile
porosus) census in Bhitarakanika National Park,
Kendrapada district, Odisha.
As it is an endangered and protected as a Schedule- I
(WPA1972) category of wild animal, priority is given as
one of the flagship wildlife species in Odisha. The
species was under critical threats during 1970s due to
rampant hunting for lather industries. Considering its
uniqueness and endemism in India, more scientific
research is required on this species for breeding and
survival of this species. The Ghodahada irrigation
reservoir was constructed in 1975 and the census of
Crocodiles started in 2008 by Sri A.K.Jena , IFS, EX DFO of
Berhampur division with help of local community based
organisations. Muggers are not aggressive to people or to
the cattle in the dam; they don't harm fishermen of the
seven adjoining villages. There are very less man-animal
conflicts and it helps crocodile conservation. However, in
one occasion one fishermen was attacked and got injured
by a crocodile. Fish is the ample food material for
crocodiles. Before the year 2009 there are natural fishing
resources as captured from dam after making some
clustered group of fishermen community and financial aid
through UNDP, Green India Mission and CAMPA projects,
fishery practices were done by introduced species of fish
fingerlings. Fish species like Bhakura (Catla catla), Rohu
(Labio rohita) Kalabainsi (Labio calabasu) introduced each
year as fingerlings in monsoon, the other big fish species
found naturally in dam water are Sala (Chhana errietus),
Gadisha (Channa punctatus), Magura (Cinnibinus meigala),
Chitala ( Motopienus chitola), Balia ( Wallago attu) and
Pohala ( Labeo bata ).
The focus of the annual census was to awareness for
conservation and protection in the habitat by involving
local fishermen community. The 2017 census prevails 55
crocodiles in a) Ghodahada reservoir 23 adults and 23 sub
adults counting 46, b) downstream swamps and village
bandha in the east of dam bunds 2adults, c) Ujaleswar
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pond-3adult

and

2subadult

d)

Burubandha-Mahuliaghai-2 adults during January 2017.

TABLE -1 CENSUS RESULTS OF CROCODILE NUMBERS IN DAM WATER
Census
Year

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Muggers
sighted

35

41

40

not
sighted

48

46

43

46

46

55

There may migration to Ghodahada dam from rivers of the
Mahanadi basin. There were no historical records before
construction of dam in 1975s and they are reported
regularly by field staff in dam water after 2005. The local
ponds are invaded occasionally due to search of easy fish
prey and capturing small wild ungulates. They generally
migrate when the dam overflows during rains and again
returns in summer when small waterbodies dry up the
Ujaleswar temple pond. All the small waterbodies are
monitored for crocodile presence as the site is visited by
tourists and pilgrimage gatherings during festive occasions
specially during Sivratri each year.

DISTRIBUTION OF MUGGER CROCODILE IN INDIA:
The Mugger Crocodile (Crocodylus palustris Lesson, 1831)
is native to India, Iran, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka
(Daniel 2002; Choudhury & de Silva 2013) and one of the
three species of crocodilians occurring in India (Daniel
2002).
In India presently, a considerable thin
population of this species found in northern frontiers of
Uttar Pradesh in Katarniaghat wildlife sanctuary and north
western part in Kuno wildlife sanctuary of Madhya
Pradesh (Personal Observation Das U, K 2007). In Panna
tiger reserve it is present in all the river system and
spreads towards Chambal rivers in Rajsthan and western
Madhya Pradesh regions of the country. in south India the
wild population is insignificant in Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka states. Population status of Mugger crocodile in
wild has been studied by Andrews in Tamil Nadu and by
Vijaya Kumar et al in Gujarat. Unlike its other congeners, it
is more common and has a large distribution range
throughout India, except the extreme north. Muggers
prefer freshwater habitats from rivers to lakes, reservoirs,
hill streams and village ponds, although they are also
found in coastal saltwater lagoons (Choudhury & de Silva
2013). As much of its distributional range falls outside
protected areas, the species is highly vulnerable to loss
and degradation of habitat from agricultural expansion,
dam construction, industrial development, decline in prey
abundance due to overfishing, and water pollution
(Choudhury & de Silva 2013).
Collection of eggs,
poaching for body parts and persecution are other factors
responsible for population declines throughout the
distribution range (Santiapillai & de Silva 2001; Bhatt et al.
2012; Vyas 2012, 2017; Choudhury & de Silva 2013).

THE MUGGER CROCODILE IN ODISHA
The Ghodahada reservoir is a major potential habitat for
muggers in the state. The other distribution ranges of
Muggers are in Odisha area Similipal biosphere reserve,
Tikarapada region of Satakosia tiger reserve. Further in

the state of Odisha (Sing, L.A.K. 1999). The habitat in
Boudh district are Mahandi river, Tributary Salunki river,
Tel river near Kantamala and these riversystem work as
previous crocodile migratory links to South Odisha
landscapes in Kanhamal and Ganjam district. The Satkosia
wildlife division and Boudh division have the common
boarder as the River Mahanadi. The meeting places play an
important passage to migrate the south Odisha landscape
for crocodiles and other aquatic animals.
Mugger crocodiles are in Captive breeding condition in
Kapilas, Nandankanan sanctuary in Odisha. Now it not
sighted in previously distribution ranges due to lost in wild
through various anthropogenic pressures in Bhuban.
Kabatabandha region in river Brahmani river (Personal
comm Feb 1997). The population is well monitored in
Ghodahada dam through the state funded projects from
Jan 2009. In recently October 2019, there is record of
Migration of Estuarine crocodiles (Crocodilus porosus) up
to Barabati region, Gokarneswar Brahmani bridge near
Jaraka in Jajpur district in Brahamani river around 50 kms
upstream from Bhitarakanika region.
Once occurring widely in Odisha, presently Muggers are
now found in a few river systems of Similipal wildlife
Sanctuary Mahanadi river in Satkosia wildlife sanctuary
and in Ghodahada reservoir adjoining the Lakhari Valley
wildlife sanctuary. These three sites are monitored
during an annual crocodile census by the state forest
department, Odisha. In 2017, Odisha State reported 218
individual muggers of which 77 were reported from
Similipal, 86 in Satkosia, and 55 in Ghodahada Reservoir.
Besides these three localities, reports on occurrence of
mugger in other parts of Odisha are very scarce. It is found
in northern part of Odisha in Similipal region and in
Central Odisha it is found in Satakosia tiger reserve and
Boudh forest division river waters. Presently there is new
record of muggers in Saberi and Kolab rivers those are
originated from western slope of Eastern Ghats in Koraput
region in Sinkaram hill ranges. These two rivers are
distributary of Godavari river. There should be further
survey in the Upper Kolab hydroelectricity project which
was completed during 1993. The forests of the Gupteswar
region need further attention for survey (Debata, et al
2018).

CONCLUSIONS
In Ghodahada dam the crocodile population is slowly
growing. There are habitat changes for nest making in
island cut edge slopes, the increasing the height of the iron
sluices cause heighten of the water label to maximum at all
times the year, Before the new sluices there is more
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fluctuation in summer and winter water label in the dam. A
single territorial male or female crocodile have both
summer and winter home along altitudinal difference of
5-8 feet upper and lower tunnels in island dunes at same
location. But this territorial homing instinct does not
observe after the 2014. around 25 years of old practices of
fishing is changed to aquaculture practices by seining
bigger nets in dam water. The fishing should be stopped at
night without human attention. Survey of the crocodile
showed that the population was around 40 during 2009.
Although the reasons for the slower growth of 10 numbers
of yearling sizes with a 10 year of observation is matter of
concern. As there is so many predators to hatchlings
including darter, fishing eagles and predation by monitor
lizard to eggs in nests may be the threats to the crocodile
conservation. Apart from such threats there should be
construction of a captive rearing centre for early
hatchlings to release in wild. This is to be practiced for
long term conservation plan in this Ghodahada dam
habitat. There has been no sustained long-term monitoring
programme to look into ecological parameters like rainfall,
temperature etc. The study on habitat use, movement
patterns, territoriality, prey selection and breeding success
of these crocodiles should be studied further. There should
be regular scientific monitoring and studies are needed
which are crucial in conservation. The real impact of the
rear and release programme in Odisha is achieved in
several parts of the state. The real time conservation plan
for Mugger crocodile in Ghodahada dam
is achieved
through community participation and research needs. The

present Digapahandi range was a section of Asika range in
Ghumusur forest division and it comes under Berhampur
forest division. The conservation work was emphasizing
after a UNDP funded conservation project. Different
fishermen clusters were formed to propagate fishing
activities in the dam.
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ANNEXURES- PHOTOS
TABLE OF PHOTOGRAPHS-I SHOWING DIFFERENT HABITAT PATCHES IN AROUND GHODAHADA DAM REGION
Photo-1

Photo-2.
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Photo-3

Phot-4.

Photo-5

Photo-6

TABLE OF PHOTOGRAPHS-II SHOWING ADULT MUGGER CROCODILES DURING CENSUS WORK IN
GHADAHADA.
Photo-7

Photo-8
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Photo-9

Photo-10

TABLE PHOTOS-III RESQUE AND RELEASE OF YEARLING CROCODILES IN GHODAHAD DAM AND NEAR BY
VILLAGE PONDS.
Photo11

Photo 12
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Photo 13

Photo-14

PHOTO-1 GHODAHADA DAM VIEW FROM REST HOUSE
AT SMALL HILL AT SOUTH BANK.

PHOTO-13 RELEASE IN GHODAHADA MAIN DAM BY

PHOT 2- MIDDLE PORTION OF THE DAM AND ISLAND
SURVEYED DURING CENSUS WORK.

PHOTO-14SET FREE FROM ANY HEAD COVER AND
KEPT ALONE WITHOUT HUMAN INTERFERENCE FOE
SOME TIME.

PHOTO-3 DAM OUTLET GATES AND FURTHER
HEIGHTENING OF SLUICES IN 2014 ONWARDS. THE
REST HOUSE USED AS CAMPSITE DURING CENSUS
WORKS.
PHOTO-4 UJALESWAR TEMPLE POND 2 KILOMETER
DISTANCE FAR FROM MAIN DAM HABITAT.
PHOTO-5- DOWNSTREAM LANDSCAPE WITH MAIN
DRAINAGE OF THE GHODAHADA RIVER.
PHOTO-6 RIVER SALUNKI IN BOUDH DISTRICT AS A
TRIBUTARY TO MAHANADI- MIGRATION ROUTE OF
CROCODILES TOWARDS THE SOUTH ODISHA REGION.
PHOTO-7 AN ADULT MUGGER IN SHORE OF THE DAM
WITH AQUATIC RIVERINE VEGETATION.
PHOTO-8 AN ADULT MALE MUGGER CROCODILE
(TEETH VISIBLE) LAY SUN BATH DURING WINTER
SURVEY-2015.
PHOTO-9 FRONT VIEW OF A MUGGER CROCODILE
RESTS IN SUBMERGED ISLAND MASSES IN THE MAIN
DAM.

OPENING THE HEAD COVER AND LOOSENING THE TIES.
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